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CCBOOTCAMP ATTAINS CISCO LEARNING PARTNER STATUS
Leading IT Training Provider looks toward the future with Cisco Partnership
Quality IT Training providers are in great demand. IT engineers and management professionals worldwide
are facing tough economic times, thus looking for authorized training providers to assist with career
development and advancement. Authorized learning partners are leading the way toward creating additional
high quality, high level IT engineers in this demanding field.
CCBOOTCAMP is pleased to announce it has recently achieved Cisco Learning Partner status. Brad Ellis,
CEO of CCBOOTCAMP, says, “Our CLP (Cisco Learning Partner) status confirms we are taking steps in the
right direction and have met the strict requirements set forth by Cisco to attain this level of partnership. We
have come a long way in our 10 year history and look forward to this partnership we have worked so hard to
develop. We are a leader in Cisco training and are currently developing training products that will catapult us
as the leader in innovative training solutions.” Cisco Learning Partner status is highly coveted and granted
only after a training provider has proven to Cisco they have met all requirements of the Cisco Learning
Partner Program.
IT engineers are in constant need of quality, timely and affordable training. The high standards of
CCBOOTCAMP training programs in conjunction with the Cisco Learning Partner Program will help ensure
our IT engineers and management professional students receive the latest in Authorized Cisco IT training.
CCBOOTCAMP provides Authorized Cisco training for most Certification programs Cisco has to offer IT
engineers and companies who look to CCBOOTCAMP for all their Cisco training needs are eager to see the
continued development of CCBOOTCAMP programs.
CCBOOTCAMP expects to continue the upward movement in the learning partner program and is in the
process of adding additional training programs to its curriculum.
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If you would like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Dawn Tesar or Brad
Ellis, please call Dawn Tesar at 877-654-2243 or email Dawn at dawn@ccbootcamp.com.

